Level Two Certificate
Bike Ed pathway cycling

has successfully demonstrated safe, skilful
and courteous cycling on off–road pathways
under supervision.

Instructor’s signature

Date

School/Organisation

A note to parents/carers
• This certificate does not guarantee your child’s ability to ride on-road.
• Ways in which you can help your child to be a safer bicycle rider are listed
on the back of this certificate.

Level Two Certificate
Bike Ed pathway cycling
This is the second in a series of three certificates which recognise completion of
key components of the Bike Ed program.
This certificate is awarded for demonstrating safe and skilful cycling which reflects
knowledge of potential hazards on one or more of the following:
•
a footpath
•
a bicycle path
•
a shared pathway
•
a segregated pathway.
Skills and knowledge demonstrated include:
SKILLS
• cycling at a speed suited to conditions and number of other path users
• communicating with other cyclists and pedestrians
• keeping left
• scanning for vehicles and other path and road users
• passing and overtaking other users
• giving way to pedestrians
• riding reflects knowledge of road rules.
KNOWLEDGE
• road rules/signs in relation to pathway cycling
• potential hazards e.g. driveways, intersections and turning vehicles.

How to help your child be a safer bicycle rider
Note: Please review the advice on the Level One Certificate
• Ride with your child on pathways to observe and guide the way he or she rides.
• Pathways reduce the potential conflict between cyclists and vehicles. However
pathways present their own set of hazards for cyclists. Reinforce the importance
of being aware of potential hazards (driveways, pathway/road intersections,
turning vehicles, different surfaces, other pathway users).
• Encourage your child to demonstrate courtesy toward other pathway users,
particularly young and elderly pedestrians.
• Road safety authorities recommend that children under the age of twelve
should not be permitted to ride in any traffic environment without the
supervision of an adult.
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